High angular resolution studies of stars in the optical domain have highly progressed in recent years. After the results obtained with the visible instrument Visible spEctroGraph and polArimeter (VEGA) on the Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy (CHARA) array and the recent developments on adaptive optics and fibered interferometry, we have started the design and study of a new six-telescope visible combiner with single-mode fibers. It is designed as a low spectral resolution instrument for the measurement of the angular diameter of stars to make a major step forward in terms of magnitude and precision with respect to the present situation. For a large sample of bright stars, a medium spectral resolution mode will allow unprecedented spectral imaging of stellar surfaces and environments for higher accuracy on stellar/planetary parameters. To reach the ultimate performance of the instrument in terms of limiting magnitude ($R_{\text{mag}} \approx 8$ for diameter measurements and $R_{\text{mag}} \approx 4$ to 5 for imaging), Stellar Parameters and Images with a Cophased Array (SPICA) includes the development of a dedicated fringe tracking system in the H band to reach "long" (200 ms to 30 s) exposures of the fringe signal in the visible.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1974 using the principle of aperture synthesis, Antoine Labeyrie [1] demonstrated the direct and coherent combination of light collected by two separate telescopes. This fundamental achievement opened the road for “unlimited” angular resolution, or at least resolution well beyond the diffraction limit of the largest telescopes. In the next decade, 30–40 m class telescopes will have their first light but optical interferometers operating today are already well below the diffraction limit of these giants. In the 1970s and early 1980s, optical interferometry was developed in the visible domain (I2T [1], MarkIII [2], GI2T [3], SUSI [4], COAST [5], NPOI [6]). The performance of detectors was really superior in the visible domain at that time, but rapid progress in infrared detectors and the advantage of working at longer wavelengths to minimize the effects of the atmospheric turbulence have progressively led to faster developments of optical interferometers in the infrared domain. The 1990s was the great age of IOTA, then PTI [7] and the progressive apparition of the giants VLTI [8] and KECK-I [9], both designed at the beginning for near- and mid-infrared operations. GI2T, NPOI, and SUSI were still continuing their development but mainly on very dedicated programs. The arrival of the CHARA array [10] in the early 2000s opened a very interesting opportunity for collaborative developments of interferometric instruments. With the first generation of instruments on the VLTI the 2000s led to the progressive closing of “small” installations (COAST, IOTA, PTI, GI2T, SUSI) and a concentration of efforts on VLTI, CHARA, and KECK-I. Today CHARA and VLTI are the only two large facilities. NPOI is evolving toward extended imaging capabilities and MROI [11] is in the construction phase. The ends of the 2000s and the 2010s saw the fabulous arrival of images, as was so long expected by the pioneers. Even though the infrared is dominating the domain, visible instruments are productive and produce unique data and scientific results thanks to the higher angular resolution and the long tradition of coupling angular and spectral resolution.

In this paper, we present the recent developments made on the CHARA array from VEGA [12,13] to FRIEND [14] (Section 2). We describe then in detail the studies that we have started for a future six-telescope (6T) visible combiner...
(Section 3), and finally we present preliminary considerations for the requirements and specifications of an infrared fringe tracker to assist the visible instrument in Section 4.

2. FROM VEGA TO SPICA

VEGA is one of the two visible instruments of the CHARA array, along with PAVO [15]. PAVO is a two- or three-telescope combiner where fringes are formed in the pupil plane. An integral field spectrograph is located in this pupil plane to sample the 650–800 nm domain over 15 spectral channels and numerous subapertures on the pupil using an EMCCD. It has been designed for observing faint stars (Rmag around 8), with accurate visibility measurements for precise determinations of diameters [16,17] and limb darkening measurements [18]. The slicing of the pupil by the integral field unit acts as a spatial filtering permitting high precision visibility measurements. PAVO, as VEGA, can benefit from the assistance of group delay tracking by one of the infrared instruments, usually CLIMB [19] or, sometimes, MIRC [20].

VEGA can operate in 2T, 3T, or 4T mode. It is equipped with a spectrograph for low (R = 1700), medium (R = 5000), and high (R = 30,000) spectral resolution. In medium and high resolution, two separate photon-counting detectors based on intensified CCD record two separate spectral domains, separated by 140 nm (resp. 30 nm) in medium (resp. high) resolution. VEGA recombines the telescope beams in an image plane where the entrance slit of the spectrograph is located. Therefore this instrument is sensitive to the speckle noise of the atmospheric turbulence and thus works in a multimode regime [3].

The early years of astrophysical exploitation of VEGA have confirmed its scientific potential with 33 publications in different fields of stellar physics: fundamental parameters, stellar atmospheres, and circumstellar environments. The first polychromatic (across the Hα line) reconstructed image of the circumstellar disk around the Be star φ Per has been obtained recently [21]. Despite this potential, we have also understood the current limitations of VEGA that are mainly due to the multi-speckle mode and the use of a photon-counting detector with an intensified CCD. The first issue leads to a dilution of the incoming flux in the different speckles, which directly impacts the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N hereafter) and therefore the limiting magnitude. This is true on squared visibility or differential visibility but it becomes even more critical on higher-order observables such as the closure phase [22]. The photon-counting detectors [23] developed at Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur and Observatoire de Lyon more than 10 years ago have a much lower dark current (∼5 × 10⁻⁶ e⁻/pixel/frame) than the current number for the EMCCD [dark current ∼4 × 10⁻⁶ e⁻/pixel/frame and clock-induced charge (CIC)∼1 × 10⁻³ e⁻/pixel/frame]. Despite their better quantum efficiency (∼90% versus ∼30%), the 200-times larger dark current of the EMCCD detectors limits their performance for fringe measurements at very low flux. The intensified photon-counting detectors are, however, limited by the effect of saturation at high flux regime in the intensified microchannels and by the effect of the photon centroiding hole [24], preventing close pairs of photo events to be detected. These two limitations lead to difficulties to measure unbiased low visibilities (V < 0.2) and to define a reliable estimator of the closure phase.

Two major progresses have recently changed the situation. First, the recent advances in low-noise detectors (new generation of EMCCDs) permit their use in photon-counting regimes without the photon centroiding hole. Second, the CHARA telescopes will be soon equipped with adaptive optics (AO) systems [25,26] permitting a Strehl ratio of 83% in the H band and around 20%–25% in the visible domain. The principle of spatial filtering by the use of single-mode optical fibers can, therefore, be applied in the visible domain as has been done in the near-infrared and with a reasonable coupling efficiency. We have thus developed a demonstrator instrument called FRIEND [14] that combines the beams coming from three telescopes by applying a spatial filtering with single-mode optical fibers (see Fig. 1). It operates in the R spectral band (from 600 to 750 nm) and uses a low-noise and fast readout EMCCD camera, OCAM² [27]. This instrument is installed on the VEGA table and it allows us to test various aspects of a future six-telescope visible interferometric instrument.

After a few months of tests and operation, we have been able to validate the concept even without the AO system in operation on the CHARA telescopes. In a recent paper [28] we have described the numerical model of the instrument and the associated data reduction software for squared visibility and closure phase measurements. This model and the first data have permitted calibration of our S/N calculator. Without the AO systems, the coupling efficiency in the fibers is very low in the visible (of the order of 1%) and this prevents us from measuring differential complexity visibilities on narrow spectral bands with a
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. We have also demonstrated the need for correcting the birefringence in the fibers to optimize the instrumental contrast and we have developed and tested a compensation system. The first on-sky observations have permitted a reliable angular diameter determination on a known star and the demonstration of the stability of the transfer function of the instrument, although more data are required to accurately quantify this stability.

The FRIEND prototype was developed with the spirit of paving the way for a future 6T visible beam combiner capitalizing on the successes of VEGA and on the arrival of the AO system on the CHARA array. SPICA is, in its instrumental principles, an extension of FRIEND to 6T but it is considered, of course, as a full scientific instrument with all the efforts put on improving the reliability, the sensitivity, the robustness, and the observing efficiency for fulfilling its science objectives.

3. SPICA DEVELOPMENTS

A. Main Science Cases

Our main science case concerns the measurements of the angular diameter of main sequence stars of solar type stars or later (G,K) on a sufficiently large sample. For the sky accessible to CHARA ($\delta > -20^\circ$) and according to the SIMBAD database at CDS, the number of (F-G-K) stars is roughly multiplied by 10 in each spectral type if one goes from a limiting $V$ magnitude of 4 to 6 and again from 6 to 8 (41-49-70 stars for $V_{\text{mag}} < 4$, 462-437-818 for $V_{\text{mag}} < 6$, and 4978-3867-9348 for $V_{\text{mag}} < 8$). Therefore, this main science goal requires the possibility to reach a magnitude between 6 and 8. In Fig. 2 we present the estimated stellar angular diameter of main sequence stars as a function of the $V$ magnitude and for a certain number of spectral types. From this figure, we can see that measuring these angular diameters in this range of magnitude implies reaching an angular resolution down to 0.1 mas of arc (mas hereafter). With 330 m baselines in the visible ($\lambda = 600$ nm), the angular resolution reaches 0.4 mas but measuring smaller angular diameters is possible by fitting visibility curves for partially resolved objects [30].

The knowledge of stellar properties ($R$, $T_{\text{eff}}$, $M$, age) is fundamental in many areas of astronomy, and more recently, thanks to the detection of oscillation in thousands of stars with CoRoT and Kepler, there has been a revival of stellar physics. Basic stellar physics relationships link the radius and the effective temperature to the angular diameter, and using evolution models these quantities help constrain the mass and age. Between the angular diameter and the radius, the role of an accurate distance is central and the data releases of Gaia in the coming months/years will play a crucial role. Additionally, coupling a radius with asteroseismic data for solar-like oscillators can help decouple the seismic mass-radius relation to determine the mass and other relevant parameters governing stellar evolution with even higher precision and more accuracy. In [31,32] the potential and formalism of coupling asteroseismology and interferometry have been studied in detail. It shows that reaching 1% accuracy on the stellar radius with direct methods such as optical interferometry yields strong constraints on the stellar atmospheric and internal structure models of stars.

While asteroseismic data have become available for a good sample of stars, independent measures of a large number of radii have not been possible due to the small angular diameter of these fainter stars. In the very recent years photometric space missions (WIRE, MOST, CoRoT, and Kepler) have been providing very long (weeks to months) nearly uninterrupted time series of pulsations in stars all across the HR diagram, and for thousands of giant stars. For many of these targets, direct radius measurements will not be available because of their faintness. But the limitation in exploiting their potential can be overcome by studying their nearby counterparts, for which both angular diameters and seismic data (among others) are available, in particular for testing already existing and developing new surface-brightness or temperature-colors relations, which can be applied directly to these thousands of fainter stars.

The main goals for the next decade in exoplanet science are on the one hand to detect less massive planets, possibly in the habitable zone, and on the other hand, to study in detail the atmospheric properties of larger planets, and better constrain their formation mechanisms. Stellar properties have various impacts in exoplanet searches, especially concerning indirect methods. The limb-darkening coefficient is a necessary input in the simulations of stellar activity. Also, and very importantly, stellar activity (spots and plages at the star surface) produces a stellar jitter that limits planet detection with radial velocities (RV), photometric and astrometric methods. In the case of RV, convection effects may also significantly contribute to the RV jitter. This again limits planet detection capabilities or the precision of the planet’s physical/orbital properties when a planet is detected. In some cases it may lead to false detections. RV planet search surveys as well as follow-up of photometric transit surveys thus require a deeper understanding and characterization of the effects of stellar activity to disentangle them from planetary signals. Direct imaging of stellar surfaces may shed light on these false detections and improve the characterization of planets but will require interferometric measurements with a precision better than 0.5%, as demonstrated by [33].

B. General Definition of the Instrument

To achieve these science goals, we propose to study a new visible beam combiner for the CHARA array, called SPICA. It should be designed for the measurement of the angular

![Fig. 2. Angular diameter of zero age main sequence stars of different spectral types and $V$ magnitude, based on expected absolute magnitudes and radii of stars for different spectral types from [29]. Red dots represent a G2 V star. The horizontal line at 0.1 mas represents the angular resolution needed to permit the measurements of F stars up to magnitude 8.](image-url)
diameters of 1000 stars and will provide a major step forward in terms of magnitude and precision with respect to the present situation. The combination of the six CHARA telescopes equipped with AO with a low-resolution spectrograph (50 channels over 600–900 nm) will yield 750 different spatial frequencies in one single observation and thus will allow precise determinations of angular diameters. For a subsample of bright stars, a medium spectral resolution mode (200 channels over 40 nm) will allow spectral imaging of stellar surfaces and environments for higher accuracy on the stellar/planetary parameters and studies on the kinematics of environments and atmospheres. To push the limiting magnitude in the different modes and give access to a large sample of stars, SPICA will require the assistance of a dedicated fringe tracking system before the injection if one uses transmitting plates for adjusting the differential optical path difference, or directly on the fibers if one uses the principle of fiber twisting.

The photometry extraction is done by a beam splitter (70/30, 30 for the photometry) placed after the V-groove. The beams are then sent to the spectrograph, built around two different gratings for the two spectral resolutions (R = 100, R = 3000). In order to correctly sample the fringes without oversampling the spectral resolution element, an anamorphosis optic is used in the recombined beam (with a magnification of about 25 in the spatial direction perpendicular to the dispersion, see below). Finally, the dispersed combined light and photometric channels are sent to the detector.

For SPICA we have adopted the well-known principle of dispersed fringes with a linear nonredundant reconfiguration of the pupils. The small box in Fig. 3 presents the chosen configuration for the pupil arrangement. The linear arrangement of the six individual pupils is done in a nonredundant way so that each telescope pair has its own spatial frequency on the detector. The proposed spacing B between the six subpupils, expressed in multiple of the output pupil diameter D is (2D-6D-5D-4D-3D). This is the most compact arrangement in 6T and it produces 15 different frequencies (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20) to correctly sample the fringe signals coming from the 15 pairs of telescope. To minimize the reduction of the transfer function of the instrument, we consider, like done on VEGA [12] and in the past on the GI2T [3], that the finest fringes (frequency 20) have to be sampled over 6 pixels per fringe. As we will have about 50 fringes of the largest frequency (B = 20D) over the image (2.44B/D) it means that a vertical sampling over 300 pixels minimum is necessary. To accommodate the six photometric channels (which are not concerned by the anamorphosis optics), a detector size of 512 pixels is mandatory. Our choice is for the Nüvü512 detector (see http://www.nuvucameras.com/products/), which today has the best noise level performance (0.1e- per pixel and per frame).

The spectrograph is designed to permit two spectral resolutions to cover the range of scientific programs that will be addressed. First of all we have chosen a low-resolution mode (R = 100) to cover over 50 spectral channels the 600–900 nm spectral band. This mode is for high sensitivity. It will provide 15 V² measurements and 10 closure phases in the 50 spectral channels. Even though differential visibilities will also be accessible, their interest will be limited as they will concern spectral channels of 6 nm. In Fig. 4 we present some representative (U,V) plane coverages for three different declinations (0°, 60° from top to bottom) in the low-resolution mode of SPICA. The (U,V) plane coverage benefits from the 15 baselines, the Earth’s rotation, and the spectral sampling. One should of course take into account the intrinsic limitation due to the possible spectral dependence of the object, but the rich frequency coverage will be very useful to improve the accuracy of the diameter determination or for discovery of binary or multiple systems.

Based on the experience acquired with VEGA, we have defined a higher spectral resolution mode, R = 3000, that will allow a simultaneous 40 nm sampling over 200 spectral channels, in the same global range of 600–900 nm. Spectral line

**Fig. 3.** Schematic layout of the SPICA instrument. The output pupil arrangement at the output of the V-groove is given in the small box.
studies (e.g., Hα, He, OIII, CaII lines) at high angular resolution will thus be possible. This mode will be dedicated to spectral imaging of stellar surface and stellar environments. The most critical requirement will be to access reliable measurements of low visibilities and closure phases. In Fig. 5 we present an example of possible spectral imaging reconstruction for the model of ϕ Per [21]. This has been used as model object in the Aspro2 software (available at http://www.jmmc.fr/aspro) configured for a 6T observation with CHARA/SPICA in medium resolution mode. We have considered 32 spectral channels of 0.2 nm around the Hα line, the six telescopes forming 15 baselines for V² and 10 triangles for closure phases at seven different times during the night. The image reconstruction has been done with the MIRA software [35]. Pending a more robust performance analysis, a fictive S/N of 10 has been considered on the V² measurements for 10 mn of integration. By comparing with Fig. 6 from [21], this figure demonstrates the expected improvement with respect to what has been done with VEGA in 4T mode and with the strong limitations of VEGA in terms of S/N and closure phase determination [21].

In the next subsection, we estimate the performance of SPICA related to the requirements of the science program and the preliminary design that we have presented.

C. Estimation of Performance

As explained in Section 3, today and in the coming years, the only possible solution to reach the angular resolution, the sensitivity and the precision required for our science goals, is to construct a new visible instrument on the CHARA array. The angular resolution has demonstrated the ability to measure angular diameters θ as small as 0.27 mas [30]. Smaller angular diameters give larger squared visibility V² with high S/N. The relative precision on the angular diameter Δθ/θ is classically expressed as

\[
\frac{\Delta \theta}{\theta} = \frac{\Delta V}{2 J_2(\varepsilon)}
\]

with ΔV the precision on the visibility measurement, J₂ the Bessel function of order 2, and \( \varepsilon = 15.23 B \theta / \lambda \) (B = 300 m is the baseline, \( \lambda = 700 \) nm the wavelength, and θ the angular diameter expressed in mas). This relation tells us that, for a single measurement, \( \Delta \theta / \theta \approx 0.1 \)mas and \( \Delta \theta / \theta \approx 3 \Delta V \) for \( \theta = 0.2 \) mas considering the largest baseline of CHARA. With 6T observations leading to 15V² in one measurement and 50 spectral channels, 750 simultaneous measurements will be collected. So even on a 0.1 mas star a reliable angular diameter could in principle be determined with a relative precision of 1%–2%. It is clear, however, that the measurement of such small angular diameters will not be sensitive to limb darkening and that the absolute calibration will require specific efforts using many (faint) reference stars to reach the required accuracy.

SPICA will benefit from the CHARA AO project that includes an on-telescope full AO system for correcting the atmospheric turbulence and, in the lab, a non-common-path (NCP) error correction with a second deformable mirror. In the CHARA array, each telescope beam encounters over 20 reflections with some of them motorized with continuous motions. Therefore the NCP errors are much greater than on a more
standard AO system on a single telescope. A laser beacon is used to feed the NCP-AO sensors and permit the correction of these slowly changing NCP errors. The NCP-AO system will correct for quasi-static aberrations, track the pupil, correct for lab seeing and tilt, and provide focus and pupil position monitoring for alignment purposes and for correctly feeding the beam combiners.

The CHARA AO systems on the telescopes are designed to reach 83% of Strehl in the H band with median seeing conditions \( (r_0 = 12 \text{ cm}) \) \cite{26}. This leads to a 65% coupling efficiency into a single-mode fiber in the H Band. The AO systems will also permit a typical Strehl in the visible of 25%, but it will also provide observing conditions equivalent to current good seeing conditions for 75% of the time. The AO improvement on the flux injection will thus be significant and even more impressive than in the near-IR: from 1% with the tip/tilt only to 25% with the AO.

**Fig. 5.** Input model of a rotating disk in H\( \alpha \) for the \( \psi \) Persei star (upper row) and the reconstructed images that SPICA-6T in medium spectral resolution mode could achieve. Each image corresponds to a 0.2 nm spectral band covering from 649 to 663 nm. A S/N of 10 has been considered on the simulated data. These reconstructed images should be compared with the ones produced in \cite{21}.

**Fig. 6.** S/N as a function of magnitude, for three different detector integration time (DIT) of 0.02 ms, 0.2 ms, and 30 s and in four different cases: (top, left) spectral resolution \( R = 100 \) and visibility of the star \( V_{\text{star}} = 0.5 \), (top, right) \( R = 100 \) and \( V_{\text{star}} = 0.1 \), (bottom, left) \( R = 3000 \) and \( V_{\text{star}} = 0.5 \), and (bottom, right) \( R = 3000 \) and \( V_{\text{star}} = 0.1 \).
The precision in the measurement will be given by the principle of spatial filtering, cleaning all the residual modes of the incoming wavefront so that only photometric fluctuations and piston variations are contributing to the noise. (The photometric fluctuations are due to the tip/tilt residual during the injection.) To minimize the measurement noise, an important effort has to be dedicated to the tip/tilt residual at the injection. Photometric channels will be recorded in real time in order to implement full modeling of the interferograms during the data processing. Last but not least, it is clear that the precision will be limited first by photon noise but also by the piston noise. These limitations could be overcome if one has the possibility to increase the exposure time on the detector without blurring the interferometric signal, which means adding a fringe stabilization device. Long exposure time and piston noise are highly related and the solution to reduce these will be to implement a fringe stabilization device. We will see now that reaching a magnitude of 8 in the visible is feasible.

To demonstrate the feasibility of reaching the required precision and sensitivity with the new SPICA instrument, we have used the numerical model of FRIEND [28] to calibrate our S/N estimator on the squared visibility measurements based on an adapted version of the equation provided by Gordon and Buscher [36]:

\[
\frac{S/N}{\text{PhotonNoise} + \text{ReadNoise} + \text{CoupledTerms}} = \sqrt{\frac{N_{SC} \cdot N_{f} \cdot \left(\frac{N_{ph} \cdot V_{\text{ins}} \cdot V_{\text{star}}}{N_{tel}} \right)^2}{\text{ReadNoise} = N_{\text{pix}} \cdot \text{Ron}^2 + (N_{\text{pix}} \cdot \text{Ron}^2)^2}},
\]

with

\[
\text{PhotonNoise} = 2 \cdot (N_{ph} + N_{d+e}) \cdot \left(\frac{N_{ph} \cdot V_{\text{ins}} \cdot V_{\text{star}}}{N_{tel}} \right)^2,
\]

\[
\text{ReadNoise} = N_{\text{pix}} \cdot \text{Ron}^2 + (N_{\text{pix}} \cdot \text{Ron}^2)^2,
\]

\[
\text{CoupledTerms} = 2 \cdot N_{\text{pix}} \cdot \text{Ron}^2 \cdot \left(\frac{N_{ph} \cdot V_{\text{ins}} \cdot V_{\text{star}}}{N_{tel}} \right)^2,
\]

\[
+ 2 \cdot (N_{ph} + N_{d+e}) \cdot N_{\text{pix}} \cdot \text{Ron}^2,
\]

and where we use the following definitions:

- \(N_{SC}\): the number of spectral channels,
- \(N_{f}\): the number of frames,
- \(N_{ph}\): the number of photons,
- \(V_{\text{ins}}\): the instrumental visibility,
- \(V_{\text{star}}\): the target visibility,
- \(N_{tel}\): the number of telescopes,
- \(N_{d+e}\): the number of dark and CIC photons,
- \(N_{\text{pix}}\): the number of pixels,
- \(\text{Ron}\): the readout noise.

We consider 10 mm of total integration, as this will be considered later to fulfill the science program in a reasonable number of nights. Based on results from FRIEND, we estimate the instrumental visibility \(V_{\text{ins}}\) to 0.9 and we compute the S/N for a target’s visibility \(V_{\text{star}}\) of 0.5 or 0.1. The calculation is made for a single spectral channel sampled on the detector over 2 x 300 pixels. We consider the two modes of the instrument with a spectral resolution of 100 and 3000, giving a spectral width of 6 nm and 0.2 nm, respectively, in the considered domain. The characteristics of the noise of the Nüvü512 CCD are considered with a QE of 0.9, a readout noise of 0.1e-, 0.001 CIC events, and 0.0002 dark events per pixel and per frame. To estimate the number of photons we use the calibrated transmission of the CHARA array of 3% in the visible, an instrumental transmission of 0.5, and a 0.7 coefficient corresponding to the 70/30 beam splitter for the photometric channels. The results are presented in Fig. 6.

To estimate the limiting magnitude of the instrument we consider the magnitude giving a S/N of 10 per spectral channel in the various instrumental conditions. As recently demonstrated [28], the optimum detector integration time for the Mount Wilson conditions is 20 ms. The use of the new infrared instruments MIRCx or MYSTIC will permit an efficient group delay tracking in the infrared up to Hmag = 8. Figure 6 demonstrates that in the low resolution mode, dedicated to a program of stellar fundamental parameters, magnitudes of 8.7 \((V = 0.5)\) to 5.6 \((V = 0.1)\) could be reached for a single spectral channel with a S/N of 10. Considering the simultaneous use of 50 spectral channels covering the 600–900 spectral band and the 15 baselines offered by the six telescopes, this estimation represents a considerable improvement with respect to the VEGA performance \(3V^2\), two or three spectral bands, Rmag 6.5–7). It appears, however, that for measuring low visibilities for well-resolved targets we may be limited. Moreover, it is clear that the performance in medium spectral resolution dedicated to the imaging program is limited and this is particularly true because this imaging program requires reaching low visibilities for dynamical range in the reconstructed images. The only solution we have to push the limiting magnitude is to consider longer exposures to increase the number of photons. To achieve this, we consider two cases where the interferograms are recorded over 200 ms with the assistance of a fringe tracking device and ultimately over 30 s with a fringe tracking system optimized for fast correction and low residual piston noise (around 100 nm rms). With these hypotheses, we can see in Fig. 6 that in the low resolution mode, magnitude 6.7–8 can be reached for \(V = 0.1\) and that the imaging program at medium spectral resolution is feasible up to Rmag = 4.3.

These results demonstrate that an instrument such as SPICA could reach its scientific goals for determining precise fundamental stellar parameters and spectral imaging of stellar surfaces and environments. The assistance of a group delay tracking will be guaranteed by the upgraded infrared instruments, so the ultimate performance of SPICA is linked to the development of a fringe tracking device allowing exposures of at least 200 ms in the visible with the goal of reaching long exposures of 30 s. The next section is dedicated to this part of the project.

4. FRINGE TRACKER FOR SPICA

We have demonstrated in the previous section that operating the SPICA instrument with the assistance of a group delay only will limit the performance in magnitude and preclude some of the most important science programs that have been considered.
The main reason resides in the very short exposure time of 20 ms, which is needed to freeze the random motions of the fringe systems due to atmospheric turbulence. Therefore, improving the sensitivity of the instrument through much longer exposure times requires the assistance of a powerful fringe tracker.

During the tests of FRIEND [28], we have shown that an exposure time of 100 ms without any fringe tracker system is possible but at the price of a reduced instrumental visibility degrading the resulting S/N. A first performance improvement is thus to stabilize the fringes over 100–200 ms with an accuracy permitting the preservation of the transfer function, i.e., of the order of 100 nm. Reaching such an accuracy is mainly a question of S/N in the phase calculation of the fringe signal. During the studies for the VLTI second-generation fringe tracker our numerical simulations [37] showed that as long as the photon count is sufficient, reaching this level of accuracy is not an issue. But under a certain threshold of photons per element of measurements (typically 10 photons per sample of the ABCD fringe encoding) the fringe tracking residual starts to increase very rapidly. While sampling the coherence time correctly is important, we also demonstrated that increasing the exposure time of the fringe tracker detector pushes back the magnitude limit under good seeing conditions.

Up to now very few fringe tracking systems have been in operation. The most advanced one is the fringe tracker of the VLTI/Gravity instrument [38]. Expected performance has been studied in detail [39] and actual performance is just being established now during the initial operation of the instrument on the sky. In June 2016, the team announced (ESO Organization Release 1622) their first observation of the S2 star close to Sgr A*, the galactic center, with the use of the star separator and the fringe tracking in operation on the UTs on an off-axis star (GCIRS 16C, Kmag = 9.83). This gives an interesting point of reference to make a reasonable estimation of the possible limiting magnitude of a fringe tracker for the CHARA array. According to the achievements of the GRAVITY instrument, the limiting magnitude of the fringe tracker is defined when one reaches 10 photons per sample of the ABCD fringe encoding, per exposure and per baseline. The main differences to consider are the size of the telescopes (1.8 m for the ATs versus 1 m for CHARA), the number of telescopes (four for the VLTI and six for CHARA), the spectral band for the fringe tracker (K band for Gravity versus H band for CHARA), the difference of transmission (30% for the AT in the K band versus 10% for CHARA in the H band), the difference of coherence time (3 ms for Paranal versus 10 ms for Mount Wilson), and the coupling efficiency (10% for the ATs without AO in the K band versus 65% for the CHARA + AO in H band). For GRAVITY, the requirement on the residual piston is 350 nm but the fringe tracker reaches 100 nm in standard operation (Perrin, private communication). This corresponds to the requirement in the visible and therefore we do not add an additional proportionality factor on the quality of the residual piston. Finally, coupling all these numbers and comparing the expected number of photons per sample permits us to define, as a first approximation based on the GRAVITY experiment, a limiting magnitude of Hmag = 7 for a 6T fringe tracker in the H band on the CHARA array. This estimation is probably optimistic as we neglect in this first approximation the possible decorrelation of the phase in the visible while tracking the phase in the H band. We are planning such phase measurements with FRIEND in the visible together with infrared phase measurements on CHARA to improve this model. Measurements dedicated to the characteristics of the atmospheric turbulence are also foreseen to feed our model of fringe tracking.

5. CONCLUSION

Today, we encounter a very positive situation with the progress made on the FRIEND prototype, the soon-coming AO system on the CHARA telescopes, and the recent successes of the VLTI/GRAVITY instrument. This creates an important opportunity for starting the development of an ambitious instrumental project aiming at producing a six-telescope spectro-interferometer for the CHARA array. This instrument will permit a comprehensive survey of fundamental parameters of stars (radius, effective temperature, mass, and age), from their angular diameters and their limb darkening to detailed surface features. To reach this goal in terms of sensitivity (Rmag ≃ 8), angular resolution (0.1 mas), and precision on the stellar radius (ΔR/R ≃ 1%), the assistance of a near-infrared fringe tracking device is mandatory. It is important to note that the resolution achievable on the CHARA array at visible wavelengths is 30 times better than ALMA or 10 times better than the E-ELT, and this is mandatory for the SPICA science goals. For a declination larger than −20°, almost 200 stars are within reach of SPICA spectral imaging mode (expected angular diameter between 0.5 and 2 mas, Vmag brighter than 4.5) and for what concerns the angular diameter measurements, almost 10,000 stars enter in the range of SPICA capabilities (expected angular diameter between 0.1 and 3 mas, Vmag brighter than 8).

This 10,000-star sample presents the following repartition as a function of the spectral type: O-50, B-1450, A-2340, F-1670, G-1460, K-3090, M-240. The sample includes also 200 stars from the exoplanet encyclopedia catalog (http://exoplanet.eu). The legacy value of this research program will be a reference catalog of modern fundamental parameters of stars with a wide application in general astrophysics, asteroseismology, and exoplanet science.

In the future, a similar instrument should be built for the VLTI. The length of the baselines of the VLTI auxiliary telescopes array is not well adapted for a survey of angular diameters; however, with the advantages of 1 m 80 telescopes and a dense network of interferometric stations, the VLTI equipped with such an instrument could bring a major breakthrough in stellar surface imaging as well as active galactic nuclei studies. These projects will enhance the potential of the current interferometric facilities and will contribute to answering major questions in astrophysics while complementing a large number of “big” space missions. The success of these projects will also depend on the robustness of their operating mode and their capacity of conducting ambitious large programs with a high legacy value.
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